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Prudence
Ivey

SPLURGE

By Jermaine

Gallacher

SAVE

SPLURGE

If you change only one thing in your
bedroom this winter to make it
look cosier and more like a boutique
hotel room, add a quilted velvet throw.
⬤ Kantha velvet bedspread, in
terracotta, £159, from Heal’s

Jonathan Adler’s Forties Chinoiserieinspired armchair will cut an elegant
shape in a corner. The decorative
patterned trim really makes it stand out.
⬤⬤Doris chair, £947.99, from
Jonathan Adler

MID-RANGE

Danish cushion
designer Christina
Lundsteen has a
fine line in colourful
velvet accessories
and this patchwork
design will make
a big impact.
⬤⬤Liv rectangular
velvet cushion,
£170, from Christina
Lundsteen at
Matches

Just one
thing

SPLURGE

Gubi’s Beetle chair
is a design classic
of the future. Its
comfortable seat
means it’s equally
good at a desk
or dining table.
⬤⬤Gubi beetle
chair, in dusty
green, £778.60,
from Chaplins

Get touchy-feely with velvet
homeware in jewel tones, says
Eleanor Cording-Booth

SPLURGE

Nothing says “leave me to spend Sunday morning
in bed reading the papers” like this plump and curvaceous
green velvet bed frame from Loaf.
⬤⬤Sugar puff bed, in olive vintage velvet, £1,755, from Loaf

MATT WRITTLE

Inside
man

Soho Home always has an excellent edit of
velvet pieces and this tactile ottoman will add texture
and warmth to a lacklustre living room.
⬤⬤Audrey square ottoman, £1,195, from Soho Home

EDITOR

Crossrail delay was announced. She had
only ever thought she’d have to do that
commute for 18 months. Her dismay
was palpable.
I can imagine that being asked to return
to the office has struck dread in the hearts
of thousands of people in a similar situation
who bought in unloved and poorly
connected areas with the promise of
investment and a revived neighbourhood
as well as swift, direct transport links, only
to see the opening date pushed further and
further into the future.
Hope is on hand at last, though. This
week Mayor Sadiq Khan took a test trip on
the central section of the line before its
new opening date at some point in the
next few months. He praised the line’s
“wow factor” while TfL commissioner
Andy Byford flung the word “beautiful”
around with abandon. I hope it truly is the
miracle all the long-suffering Crossrail
buyers have been waiting for.
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‘Crossrail home
buyers to reap
rewards at last’

The lifting of working from home
restrictions hit differently for different
people. I’m all for the office return but I
spare a thought for those who bought in
areas such as Abbey Wood or Southall
lured by the promise of Crossrail, who
have instead endured convoluted,
complicated and expensive commutes as
they waited for the Elizabeth line to open
after more than three years of delay.
One former colleague devised a personal
challenge whereby she would see how
many different modes of transport she
could travel on from her home in Royal
Docks, bought in 2017, to our office in
Kensington. She had the unusual
advantage of being able to include the
Emirates Air Line and Thames Clipper
on her route before hopping on a more
mundane combination of train, Tube and
bus. Not long after the morning she got
stuck on the cable car, yet another
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MID-RANGE

Beata Heuman’s new marbled velvet is one of
her most striking fabrics. The colours are spot-on
and this cushion will perk up an armchair no end.
⬤⬤Dappled velvet cushion, £120, from
Shoppa by Beata Heuman

The desire to
monetise everything
takes the pleasure
out of hobbies —
and pottery is the
latest example

T

he new year brings with it a
wave of self-improvement
involving everything from
absurd diets to new
hobbies. And, if the past
five years are anything to go by, I
will bet you my Michele de Lucchi
vase that pottery will win hobby of
the year 2022.
The trouble is, in this age of the
personal brand and the side hustle,
there’s no longer any such thing as
an innocent hobby. Make five
scalloped bowls at a hipster evening
class and hey, presto, all of a sudden
you’re a ceramicist.
Of course, there’s nothing strictly
wrong with making a bit of spare
cash. My question is, when did we
stop doing things just because we
enjoy them? Making a pinch-pot
doesn’t have to mean hitting the
jackpot. Why should someone pay
for your amateurish vases when
they could have a laugh making
their own?
More importantly, in the rush to
monetise every facet of our lives, I
fear we have lost the art of making
something for the satisfaction and
pleasure of the act alone.
There’s another baffling aspect to
all this. Personally I’ve always considered ceramics and pottery to be the
hardest design objects to get right,
and have certainly found them the

Going potty:
Jermaine Gallacher, a
Jude Jelfs body jug and
a Gavin Houghton bowl
hardest to sell. The cabinet at my
showroom in Lant Street is awash
with pots, plates and vases that I’ve
taken a punt on over the years. Most
of them have ended up as nothing
more than dust magnets.
Recently the problem has accelerated. As part of the London design
scene I’m confronted by a tidal wave
of crackle-glaze vases and wiggly
face plates threatening to breach the
Thames barrier and subsume an
already flooded marketplace.
This is not a manifesto against
ceramics — heaven forbid! I’m a
huge fan of masters of the craft such
as Gavin Houghton, who makes witty
sculpted plates and vessels. I have
yet to acquire one myself but I

Why should someone have
to pay for your amateurish
vases when they could have
a laugh making their own?
particularly love his sunshine faun
bowl (I’ve always fancied myself as a
bit of a Mr Tumnus).
If we must have boobs and bums on
our pots, and it seems at the moment
that we must, then I’d pick one of
Jude Jelfs’s angular, Eighties-inspired
body jugs, based on real-life models
and available in an array of colours.
So, let’s leave the selling to the
professionals and master slip casting
and coiling for our own pleasure and
enjoyment. If you’re desperate to
display your work outside your own
home, no doubt your mum will find a
space at hers.

The Gardener’s Notebook

Bewitched: George Hudson spots
witch-hazel blooming in the capital

A January walk through London might
be punctuated by an unexpected
sweet floral scent. This likely comes
from a rather inconspicuous evergreen
plant called sweet box, or Sarcococca.
Native to India and China, where it
grows in the shadows of larger trees, it
also grows very well under the deep
shade of London’s plane trees and is
dotted throughout the parks and
gardens of the capital. While its small
white flowers are far from showy, its
scent often travels for several metres.
So for low-maintenance winter interest
in your own garden or balcony, you
can’t go far wrong with Sarcococca.
Central London has been warm
enough in recent years to grow things

being lost as larger seed producers
choose to focus on the most popular
crops.
To celebrate Seed Week, the
foundation has released a short film, A
Quiet Revolution, featuring members of
the London Freedom Seed Bank
volunteering to save and distribute
seeds of edible plants adapted for our
urban environment. To view and learn
more visit gaiafoundation.org
And don’t miss Sir David
Attenborough’s The Green Planet, airing
Sundays at 7pm on BBC One and
streaming on iPlayer, which documents
the incredible adaptations of plants
around the world. If you thought you
knew your monstera, think again.

January offers surprising
delights for London garden
lovers. George Hudson
sniffs out fragrant winter
blooms and a seed bank for
rare edible plants

interactive map at treetalk.co.uk,
plotting nearly all of London’s trees.
Also flowering now are the Japanese
quince, its bare stems plastered with
vermilion flowers; the winter cherry,
one of the earliest flowering cherries;
and witch-hazel (Hamamelis) with
curious citrus peel-like scented flowers.

that might not survive in most of the
UK. One majestic example is the south
Australian mimosa tree, or Acacia
dealbata. It’s another evergreen and
this week it will be coming into full
bloom with masses of lemon yellow
pom poms atop fern-like leaves. Find
your nearest in a public park using the

WHAT TO WATCH
This week is Seed Week, an initiative
started by The Gaia Foundation to
draw awareness to seed sovereignty
between gardeners and growers in the
face of climate change. Its mission is to
preserve and promote small-scale
seed producers and the myriad
varieties available, many of which are

